


 

To ensure consistency, please use the following formatting. Avoid any bold face, underlining or 
spaced letters. 

Film title:     SMALL CAPS   (e.g. SNOWPIERCER)  

Other Titles:     Italics    (e.g. Elfquest) 
 
Quotes:     »«   (e.g   »Ha Ha«) 

Metaphorical description:   ›‹   (e.g. ›confident‹ line) 

Writing about language:   ›‹   (e.g. the term ›closure‹) 

Quote within a quote:    ›‹   (e.g. » ›Nor bade farewell‹ «) 

Foreign technical term    Italics   (e.g. the bande dessinée) 

Emphasis     Italics   (e.g. the true superhero) 

Quotations 

x References are provided in the text in the following way: (author, page); in case several 
titles by the same author are referenced (author, date, page), in the case of several titles in 
the same year (author, datea, page), (author, dateb, page). 
 

o E.g.: (Eco, 196), (Frahm 2010, 326), (Frahm 2011, 143), (Packard 2010a, 52), 
(Packard 2010b, 113). 
 

x For primary works quoted several times, abbreviations can be used. 
 

o E.g. (WM, 20) for Watchmen instead of (Moore/Gibbons, 20). 
 

x The short reference in the text provides the publication date of the edition used. If it 
differs from the original date of publication, the bibliography can include this information 
in square brackets after the date of the edition used.  
 

x Quotes from comics which extend over several speech bubbles or panels are indicated 
with a single forward slash (/), in the case of page change with double forward slash (//). 
Change of speaker in a dialogue is indicated by a dash. 
 

o E.g. »The Comedian dead / but why?« – »That’s weird ... // does everything look sort 
of pink to you?« 
 

x The page number of quotes is included. If there is no pagination, pages are counted and 
the page number is indicated in square brackets. 
 



Further Notes 

Avoid redundant space. Forward slash does not require space (one/two). Omissions in a quote 
are indicated by square brackets  […], as are insertions.  

 


